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Abstract

outfit images that combine all the fashion items for our neural network to learn, and design a new negative sampling
scheme to select outfits that individuals are unlikely to like
based on what they liked before. Contributions of this paper
are:

With the emergence of fashion recommendation, many
researchers have attempted to recommend fashion items
that fit consumers’ tastes. However, few have looked into
fashion outfits as a whole when making recommendations.
In this paper, we propose a neural network that learns one’s
fashion taste and predicts whether an individual likes a
fashion outfit. To improve learning, we also develop a fashion outfit negative sampling scheme to sample fashion outfits that are different enough. With experiments on the collected Polyvore dataset, we find that using complete images
of fashion outfits performs well when learning individuals’
tastes toward fashion outfits. Our proposed negative sampling scheme also improves the model’s performance significantly, compared to random negative sampling.

1. We leverage fashion data from Polyvore and propose a
neural network model that, given a fashion outfit and a
user, predicts whether the user likes the fashion outfit.
The learned model can be used to further recommend
fashion outfits to individuals based on the learned personalized outfit scores.
2. We propose a new way of negative sampling that reflects well the fashion outfits unlikely to be liked by an
individual. Our proposed scheme encounters the data
sparsity issue and is shown to significantly improve the
model’s performance compared to randomly selecting
negative samples.

1. Introduction
Understanding individuals’ fashion tastes can lead to significant benefits in multiple aspects. For the consumers, it
helps pick their everyday outfits, and decide what apparel
items to purchase based on their fashion tastes. For the
merchants, it boosts their revenues by adding recommendation modules to their online or physical stores. However,
fashion taste is a complicated concept that is hard to grasp.
Recently, a new service has been surfacing in the fashion industry: the recommendation system. Personal shopping services such as Affinity and StitchFix recommend consumers
what fashion items to purchase based on their own tastes.
Both have shown great popularity and success.
Making high-quality fashion recommendation based on
individuals’ fashion tastes involve two major challenges.
First of all, it is more meaningful to recommend individuals
with a set of items that make a fashion outfit, rather than
individual items. Secondly, many data sources for learning fashion tastes from consist of extremely sparse connections between individuals and the fashion outfits they
liked/created/purchased, which lead to data sparsity problem. In this paper, we focus on these two challenges and
propose a neural network model to handle them. To encounter the above challenges, we propose to directly use

2. Related Work
Most of the available fashion recommendation systems
use keyword search [5], purchased histories [6], and user
ratings [3, 4] to recommend items to individuals. These
methods do not consider the visual appearance of items,
which is a key feature in a visual domain like fashion. To
address this limitation, many have focused on developing
content-based methods. For example, [3] developed a deep
neural network that combines implicit feedback from users
with visual content to model individuals’ fashion tastes and
recommend items that maximize a user’s preference score.
However, many times users are interested in an entire outfit
with multiple items that meet their personal tastes. Recommending personalized fashion outfits is more complex than
recommending single items. In this paper, we present our
ongoing research in developing a personalized outfit recommendation system. Our system learns user preferences
in outfit selection from their online activities on Polyvore.
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3. Proposed Methodology
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3.1. Fashion Outfit Preference Prediction Model
To learn individuals’ tastes toward fashion outfits, we
formulate the research problem as follows. Let O be all
the fashion outfits, and U be all the users. Given a fashion
outfit o and a user u, our goal is to predict whether user u
likes fashion outfit o.
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select a oj , where hu, oj i ∈
/ Dpos . However, just because
u has never liked oj before does not mean u will not like it
in the future. Therefore, we propose another scheme for selecting negative fashion outfits that are at least λ-different.
Given hu, oi i ∈ Dpos , in the space of fashion outfit features, we randomly pick oj and use a distance measure of
choice (e.g., cosine distance) to measure its distance to oi ,
d(oi , oj ) . If d(oi , oj ) < λ, we re-select a negative sample
and re-check its distance to oi . Otherwise, we add hu, oj i to
Dneg . We repeat the steps above for all hu, oi ∈ Dpos until
|Dpos | = |Dneg |.
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Table 1. Model performance.
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Figure 1. Fashion outfit recommendation neural network model.

4. Evaluation

To approach the problem, we propose a neural network
model with structure design shown in Figure 1. The network takes two inputs: an outfit o and a user u. We encode
u into an one-hot encoding vector with dimension |U | as
xu . We then pass o to a CNN network to generate a representation of dimension M , denoted as xs . xs and xu are
then passed through fully-connected layers (FC layers) with
weights W1s and W1u , and become lower-dimensional representations h1s and h1u , respectively. Next, we concatenate h1s and h1u to get h2 . h2 is then passed through another FC layer with weights W23 to generate h3 , which represents a joint embedding. Afterwards, h3 is passed through
another FC layer with weights W3y and the output of this
FC layer is input to a softmax layer which generates a
score ŷ between 0 and 1. A score of 0 means that user u
does not like outfit o, and a score of 1 means that user u
likes outfit o. Note that this model is a binary classifier,
and all of the activation functions are relu. ŷ can then be
expressed as follows.

ŷ = softmax h3 · W3y
(1)

We created a dataset by crawling Polyvore, a fashion social network allowing users to create fashion outfits from
different items, or like and save outfits created by others.We
crawled profiles of 150 randomly selected users to create a
dataset of 66K fashion outfits and 158,503 fashion items.
We converted each outfit to a feature vector using a
DenseNet, pre-trained on ImageNet [2, 1]. We also added
batch normalization and drop-out (rate = 50%) to each layer
of our network and used Xavier initialization for all the FC
layers. Through empirical testing, we found the best configuration is |h1s | = 256, |h1u | = 16, and |h3 | = 16. To
select negative samples for each user, based on our proposed
negative sampling scheme in Section 3, we picked the 75th
quantile as λ, which is 441.4.
We compare the performance of the model using two
negative sampling approaches: random sampling and λdifferent sampling. The results are shown in Table 1. As
shown, the λ-different negative sampling leads the model
to better performance compared to when sampling random
negative samples.

The objective of the model is to minimize the loss:

5. Conclusion

L(Θ) =

N
X

ŷi − yi

2

In this paper, we presented our ongoing research on
developing a personalized fashion outfit recommendation
system. We developed a neural network model that takes
a fashion outfit and an individual as inputs and predicts
whether the individual likes the given fashion outfit. We
found that using fashion outfit images as a whole is very
informative for the network which eliminates the need to
carefully detecting and segmenting every single item in the
outfit. Our preliminary results show that our proposed approach can accurately predict whether an individual likes a
fashion outfit.

(2)

i

where Θ = {Ws1 , Wu1 , W23 , W3y } is the set of model parameters, and N is the number of instances to learn.

3.2. Fashion Outfit Negative Sampling
Let the dataset be Dpos = hu, oi i, where each hu, oi i is
a positive sample of user-liking-outfit. One naive way to select negative samples is, for each hu, oi i ∈ Dpos , randomly
2
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